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Abstract
Women, as part of a community, have a limited role in developing themselves and getting various
opportunities in the professional domain. Some women move to a community to conduct
productive activities, such as the Kota Pelangi Community in the Pancoran subdistrict of South
Jakarta. They consist of homemakers who are still productive and have started various small,
processed food businesses. However, their efforts are constrained by the quality of processed
food products and they have not been able to compete with the market. Branding or updating a
brand can be a long process, but it requires considerable input and creativity. Brands that go
through the collective branding process too quickly risk being unprofessional and not being
taken seriously. This community service program assists with licensing and branding the
community’s product. The first aspect is improving product quality through innovation and the
use of technology. Next is branding development and increased sales packaging through ecommerce marketing assistance, which includes displaying products in various bazaars and
exhibitions. It is also necessary to conduct business financial management and bookkeeping
training. Last is the provision of aid for licensing and capital management. The program was
conducted to encourage and increase entrepreneurial women's productivity in the Pancoran
subdistrict to develop skills, including soft skills, to be economically and socially independent.
Keywords: collective brand; intellectual property rights; women; small medium enterprise; Kota
Pelangi Community.

1. Introduction
Small and medium enterprises (SMEs) have a vast potential for the growth and
innovation in products (World Intellectual Property Right, 2006). However, awareness
of SME entrepreneurs regarding the importance of using intellectual property rights to
support their business activities is still low. The Indonesian Ministry of Law and Human
Rights stated that the number of SMEs that possess trademark applications is still
relatively low. Out of 64.1 million SMEs in Indonesia, only 10,632 have registered
trademarks (Djumena, 2020). Using brands as product markers, SME entrepreneurs can
help consumers recognize their products, making it easier for consumers to find and buy
these products. Indonesia has various local specialties from diverse regions, which are
* Correspondence Author: tuti.widiastuti@bakrie.ac.id
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homemade products made by local women as gifts for their neighbors (Hubeis et al.,
2015; Sari et al., 2018).
These SME craft people, or entrepreneurs can take advantage of trademark rights to
market their unique food products. Here, the variety and variation in the value of the
expression of the food produced by women SME entrepreneurs can be identified by
trademarks. The use of trademark rights to identify food products can also increase the
competitiveness of local SME entrepreneurs against the backdrop of global food
products (Iswanaji, 2016; Satiyawan, 2008; Sihombing, 2018; Sukmadewi, 2017).
According to the Intellectual Property Handbook of the World Intellectual Property
Organization (WIPO) (2006), brands are interpreted as “... any sign that individualizes
the goods of a given enterprise and distinguishes them from the goods of its
competitors.” In this definition, it is stated that the brand must have a distinguishing
power, or it must be distinctive and may not have the potential to deceive, or it should
not be deceptive.
The Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (1994)
states that a trademark is any sign or combination of marks capable of distinguishing
goods or services from one another. The sign includes words, including individual
names, letters, numbers, figurative elements, and color combinations, as well as sign
combinations. According to the Trademark Law in Indonesia Number 15 of 2001, a
brand is a sign in the form of images, names, words, letters, numbers, an arrangement of
colors, or a combination of these elements that have distinguishing features and are
used in trade or service activities. Here, the brand can be divided into two types: the
handle brand used on traded goods and the service marks used in traded services.
According to Indonesia Regulation No. 19 article 1 no. 4 of 1992 (DPR RI, 1992),
collective brands are brands used on goods or services with the same characteristics
traded by several legal entities to distinguish them from other similar goods or services.
The regulations in the Trademark Law in Indonesia No. 15 of 2001 (Sugiyarti, 2016) for
the use of collective brands must contain: (a) the nature, general characteristics or
quality of goods or services to be produced and traded; (b) arrangements for owners of
collective brands to effectively monitor the use of the brand; and (c) sanctions for
violating the collective brands’ regulations.
The use of the brand as an identity and marker of local products is considered a
solution that helps consumers differentiate local food products from imported food
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products and helps the craftsperson’s distinguish the food products with their
respective products' characteristics and distinctiveness. Accordingly, this study
examines the effectiveness of women entrepreneurs' brand awareness to mark their
respective food products. The study also considers the importance of women using
brands in trade competition.
Globally, SMEs in developing countries are trying to survive and expand their
activities in other markets, which is not easy. Hassan and Mohamed (2015) found that
the obstacles faced by SMEs in their efforts to survive make it a model worth studying.
SMEs contribute significantly to economic and social growth, and the sector is
considered a business field endowed with the potential for innovation, job creation, and
income growth. In terms of producer protection, this study examines the effectiveness of
brand law objectives to create fair business competition; the desire of women SME
entrepreneurs to register brand rights; the form of brand rights enforcement activities
by the authorities; and the form and role of the local government in ensuring that SME
holders of brand rights can exercise their rights effectively.
The rolling reforms allowed the broader involvement of women in development. In
the current reform era, which has been a little more open, women can claim gender
equality and justice space. Gender Watch is a strategy to advocate for policy based on
pro-women data (Hasanah, 2017). Efforts to increase women's involvement in
development to produce economic welfare are essential and a priority for the female
community, as public policy has a different impact on men and women. Further, public
policy can also eliminate gender discrimination and injustice in the long term.
Therefore, by incorporating a feminist perspective as a primary consideration in
developing and implementing female empowerment, we can hope that gender equality
and justice can be realized.
Indiworo (2016) states that women have the potential to undertake various
productive activities that produce and can help the family economy and, more broadly,
the national economy. Moreover, this potential is across fields and sectors. In addition to
having the potential and competence to develop small businesses, these women are also
businesspeople, managers or supervisors, or workers (Zahroh, 2017). The quality and
professionalism continue to improve by increasing their abilities and skill (Ahmad,
2012; Alshgawi, 2015; Gupta & Mirchandani, 2018; Haugh, 2007; Holgersson, 2013;
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Huggins & Weir, 2012; Ng & Kee, 2012; Omri, Ayadi-Frikha, & Bouraoui, 2015; Thoma &
Bizer, 2013).
Women’s empowerment holds the potential for economic activity. Women in
everyday life still have a limited role in self-development and obtaining various
employment opportunities. Women of productive age without a permanent job should
create potential employment. Some of them move to communities for more productive
activities, like the community in the Kelurahan Pancoran Jakarta Selatan (Pancoran Sub
District of South Jakarta). They consist of homemakers who are still young enough to be
productive and have started various small businesses in processed food. However, their
business is constrained by several factors.
This research attempts to build collective brand management to increase awareness
of the importance of intellectual property rights for women food entrepreneurs in the
Kota Pelangi Community. This awareness is an integral part of making the products
more valuable and recognized in the community. The research was also done to
strengthen the position of micro, small, and medium enterprises. The primary function
of brand management is for consumers to characterize a company’s product (be it goods
or services) to distinguish it from other similar products of the company or the
company’s competitors (Haugh, 2007).
A common obstacle faced by small entrepreneurs is maintaining product quality and
looking for the right marketing place (Santoso, Anita, & Mayanti, 2018). In addition,
communities have limited access to capital: do not understand business financial
management; products are not standardized; there are no trademarks; and low
production capacity (Wediawati & Setiawati, 2015). A simple calculation can be used to
implement extension activities and business development training for processed food
products (Damayanti, Suandi, & Kernalis, 2015). The empowerment program aims to
encourage and increase the women’s community entrepreneurship's productivity in the
Pancoran subdistrict, ensuring that they have both hard and soft skills to be
economically and socially independent. Community empowerment can also be done by
providing management, business, and technical assistance (Octavia, Masriani, & Rosita,
2015). The empowerment program is expected to shape entrepreneurial quality
improvements, including increasing community capacity, participation, economic
activity, and technology-based capabilities that focus on market access.
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Kota Pelangi is expected to become a role model for women, specifically in the
Pancoran

region

and

throughout

Indonesia;

it

is

widely

associated

with

entrepreneurship independence. It is necessary to have training initiatives and mentor
support to improve and develop existing business activities to achieve these
expectations. However, this research has begun by creating a website displaying the
Kota Pelangi women's entrepreneurs' brands. Communication aims to attract a broad
audience (Lukito & Arvanda, 2018). Based on this background, the main issues that will
be discussed in this research are:
1. What form of collective brand management do the women food product
entrepreneurs in the Kota Pelangi Community use?
2. How is the intellectual property rights awareness in women food entrepreneurs in
Kota Pelangi Community used to take advantage of trademark protection?
3. What are the strategies and empirical efforts to increase trademark awareness by
women entrepreneurs in food products in the Kota Pelangi Community?
2. Methods
This research uses the descriptive qualitative method, where data is collected
through in-depth interviews before and after the training is conducted. Data is collected
before implementing the training focused on finding information about women SMEs'
problems and obstacles, especially in creating collective brand management. Data
collection after training primarily seeks information on how to raise awareness of
women entrepreneurs to manage the collective brand; their efforts in fostering
intellectual property rights awareness; and how the strategies and empirical forms
increase trademark awareness in women small business enterprises.
The leader and members of the Kota Pelangi Community are vital informants in this
study. The research triangulation makes use of marketing communication experts and
food technology experts. The interview method was used to obtain data from the
informants to answer the research problem. All the collected data was processed and
analyzed using interpretive techniques.
The data analysis is used to find solutions to the problems of women's business
groups. The analysis helps create the collective brand's management, encourage
intellectual property rights awareness, and develop strategies and empirical forms of
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efforts to increase trademark awareness by women entrepreneurs in food products in
the Kota Pelangi Community.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Brand collective management in food products of Kota Pelangi community
The difficulty at the initial formation of the collective brand was determining a brand
name for various products. Previously, every member of the Kota Pelangi Community
had a name for their product. After several discussions at the members' meeting, the
name Komunitas Kota Pelangi was chosen as a joint trademark name. Family branding
gives the same brand to several products within that brand for easy identification by the
public. Examples of family branding are the Honda car brands, including the Honda Brio,
Honda Mobilio, Honda CRV, etc.
In the case of Pelangi City Community, a family brand name was used for the entire
product line. By building customer trust and loyalty through a family brand name, the
entire product line will benefit. However, the use of a family brand name can also bring
problems if one of the products has a bad reputation in the market; it can damage the
reputation of all product lines and its parent brand. Therefore, they need mutual
awareness to maintain a collective brand.
The SME players in the Kota Pelangi Community understand the philosophy and
meaning of their brands. The Pelangi City Community implements a strategy where they
feature superior products juxtaposed with the name of the product or store, they have
so that consumers can immediately know how the product meets their needs and wants.
For Kota Pelangi Community partners to feel proud of their brand, they can support
other members to advance their business ventures, introducing an element of coaching
to community partner members.
For partners without a brand or who are yet not confident of the brand they have, the
Kota Pelangi Community administrators implement a strategy that uses the product
name. A brand includes its name or direct business owner, the party that conducts the
production and marketing distribution. Its use is intended to instill confidence in new
community members.
The collective brand classification consists of trademarks and service brands. The
collective brand's differences lie in the brand user, which may be a collective, whereas
individuals usually use the trademark or service. Collective brands may be used by
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several people or a combination of people and legal entities or joint corporations.
According to the WIPO IP Handbook, collective brands are usually owned by an
association or company, whose members can use the collective brands for marketing
their products. Usually, the association establishes criteria for entrepreneurs who want
to use the collective brand, such as quality standards, which allows individual
entrepreneurs to strive toward.
A brand can be a sign, picture, symbol, name, word letters, numbers, color
arrangement, or a combination of these elements that distinguish a product from
competing products through the uniqueness of the product. It can provide added value
for customers, establishing a close relationship between consumers and companies by
giving a psychological meaning.
The selection of products based on the brand can be made because of product
marketing's success, the reputation possessed by the producer or goodwill, the
guarantee of the product's quality, or the consideration that the product meets
consumer tastes. Sometimes, the product's selection can be linked to a certain image by
the consumer to the brand of a particular product (Sardjono, Prasatyo, & Larasati,
2013). The image is related to the reputation of the product or manufacturer.
Consumers may be loyal and continue to buy or use that brand’s products because of
their reputation or image (Hakenes & Peitz, 2009). However, a collective brand is a
brand that is used for goods and services with the same characteristics traded by
several persons or legal entities jointly to distinguish between goods or other similar
services.
Brand sharing can be an option in the mechanism of information dissemination, as in
the case of the brand umbrella (Hakenes & Peitz, 2008). Castriota and Delmastro (2010)
look at the influence of individual factors, collective reputation, and institutional
regulation on the reputation of each wine company in Italy (Costanigro, McCluskey, &
Goemans, (2010); McQuade, Salant, & Winfree, 2012). This option is used when
consumers are interested in the products offered. In this instance, the characteristic
product information is based on seeing the other products sold under the same
umbrella brand, but with different information.
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3.2. Intellectual Property Rights Awareness in Kota Pelangi Community
The Kota Pelangi Community shows that women entrepreneurs have processed
collective brands' registration, as the food products they sell or produce have unique
Jakarta’s regional characteristics. However, some argue that protection is needed for
entrepreneurs of shared brands with the same local features. Some consider that
protection is not necessary because every entrepreneur produces products with
different characteristics. Regarding the Kota Pelangi Community, the informant did not
know about the program, its purpose, function, and procedure. Some respondents who
had heard did not have the same understanding of the brand’s purpose and function.
Some argue that collective brands are a form of standardization appropriate for product
community standards. The Kota Pelangi Community product brand shows that the food
product is a quality product.
Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) are the rights that arise from the results of thought
to produce a product or process that is useful for humans. In essence, IPR is the right to
enjoy the results of intellectual creativity economically. The view that the IPR objects
arise out of human intellectual endeavors in order to women entrepreneurs place more
importance on their brands than competitors' brands. These rights (IPR) are divided
into two parts: copyright and industrial property rights. Industrial property rights
include patent, industrial design, trademark, tackling fraudulent competition
(repression of unfair competition), layout design of integrated circuits, and trade secret.
In Article 7 of Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (1994), the
objectives of the protection and enforcement of IPRs are to encourage innovation and
the transfer and dissemination of technology. They also obtain mutual benefits between
the producers and users of technological knowledge, create social and economic welfare,
and balance rights and obligations. These objectives are because most of the orders they
produce come from individual buyers (Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual Property
Rights, 1994).
The basis for considering the making of the Trademark Law is to realize that fair
business competition and the provision of good services to the public are related to
brand protection through the registration of IPR. Here, the rationale is related to the
context of the objectives of the Trademark Law to:
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1. Make the entrepreneur not want to imitate or falsify the brand.
2. Make the entrepreneur voluntarily register her trademark to the Directorate General
of IPR.
3. Make entrepreneurs work together in advancing their business by utilizing
Collective Brand protection.
The findings also showed that although most of the entrepreneurs wanted to register
their brand, their desire was hampered by not knowing the procedures for registering
brands, waiting for their brands to be well-known, and not prioritizing support
businesses. The average informant knows that ownership of the registered brand's
rights can strengthen their position to sue those who imitate their brand or products.
It is essential to protect brands as they are used to differentiate one product from
another. Initially, SME entrepreneurs were more concerned with selling first than
protecting their IPR as they lacked the awareness of SMEs' intellectual property rights.
In the end, SMEs' business products are often sold without a brand and their products
are resold using third party trademarks and services. This practice is detrimental to
SME entrepreneurs as they do not get value-added from the products and services they
sell and buy. An additional effort needs to be made to empower SMEs to understand the
importance of trademarks and IPR registration. After that, SMEs need to be encouraged
to immediately take care of IPR by utilizing digital services to obtain their trademarks
more easily.
3.3. Strategies and empirical forms in Kota Pelangi community
Factors that can influence the speed of adoption of IPR programs include the
attributes of innovation, communication channels, communicators, and SMEs’
characteristics (Nur et al., 2016). The attributes of innovation can influence decisionmaking by considering the relative benefits, suitability, and complexity. In contrast, the
communication channel includes mass and interpersonal media channels. The speed of
innovation adoption is related to one's decision-making process in a social system. The
innovation programs are not easy because the program presented is new, so people
have much to consider.
The ability to build a successful brand reputation depends on the group's size, based
on the trust that is divided into larger groups (Huck & Lunser, 2009) and group types
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(Escalas & Bettman, 2005). The Kota Pelangi Community consists of 30 small women
entrepreneurs, with an average of middle school and high school education, producing
food and clothing. The level of education is not considered in determining adoption
decisions but having more experience influences decisions (Nur et al., 2016).
Kampmeier and Simon (2001) reinforce the notion that group identification increases
when people are oriented between groups. This strategy can increase the perceived
distance between the group itself and other relevant groups, thus filling the need for
differentiation at the intergroup level and meeting the demand for inclusion at the
intragroup level.
Partners want to adopt trademark patent registration programs because they are not
charged for registering trademark IPRs. The partners know that the registration fees for
trademark IPRs are expensive and the process is complicated. Therefore, this program
provides facilitation, and the partners benefit by registering the trademark. Huggins and
Weir (2012) said that the inability to create value from intellectual assets, especially
those relating to new product development, restricts the development of effective
innovation processes, with innovation more likely to be undertaken through less formal
and systematic channels.
Some strategies can be put forward for why a name must be connected to a collective
brand, including:
a.

Products can compete in new market segments when there is a possibility of failure,
which could be detrimental to the collective brand.

b.

The individual brand market segments may not be suitable for the family brand
segment. A family brand is aimed at the public, who know the brand name well. In
other words, the brand is solid as a market leader, so there is no need to change the
brand. For this reason, it is necessary to perform various promotional activities to
introduce the collective brand name on a massive and continuous basis.

c.

Brand combinations are a name that contains a family brand and an individual
brand. The intent and purpose are to support the product's image by highlighting
the parent brand's name. Here, the collective brand name must be prioritized over
the individual brand. Over time, the collective brand must be able to become a
strong family brand.
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4. Conclusion
SME products have the advantage of local products that have important sources and
compositions that need to be protected by their trademarks. So, SMEs must understand
that trademark registration can strengthen the protection of IPR for their products and
businesses. By building an emotional response and creating positive reactions from
community members, SME players can build a collective trademark. There were no
problems concerning the use of collective brands in the community of women
entrepreneurs. There are a few cases of brand disputes among women SME
entrepreneurs. The varied desire of women SMEs entrepreneurs to use and register
collective brands, on average, the informants considered that the food products they
produced had Jakarta regional characteristics.
The brand is an asset for a business. A SMEs entrepreneur wants to develop their
business into a business model then having a brand is a must. The selling value is
influenced by the brand value generated by the branding efforts of the owner, in
addition to other things such as system investment. SMEs products already have their
own brand, and then what needs to be done is to continue to improve product quality,
maintain a good brand image. Through branding, the brand of your products and
services will be easily recognized by consumers. This will help increase sales of the
SMEs business products and services.
Brand is an important asset for business so that special protection is needed for the
brand owned. In fact, a brand is a package that refers to the same term. Meanwhile,
branding is more about building a brand, one of which can be seen from the level of
public awareness of the product or service brand. A trademark owner registers
intellectual rights, the trademark will be legally protected. Therefore protecting
business marks by registering them early is a precautionary step in business. The state
protects the economic rights of each holder of the trademark rights. This economic right
can be realized in the form of IPR.
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